Investiture Of Dr. McCluer

Connie Kane Crowned Queen By Jean Peck At Annual Harvest Ball

Nancy Dana Elected Chairman Of Campus Chapter Of Red Cross

Music Department Presents First In College Telecast Series Of Programs

Series Of Student Receptions Given By Dr. McCluer

L. C. Haunted! Students Flee As Mrs. Sibley Materializes

Hall To The Harvest Queen Of 1947

197 Institutions Are In Academic Procession
Lindentwood Authors

Lindentwood authors make their first bow in this edition of the Bark. Included in the literary supplement will be a wide variety of selections and interesting prose and poetry by student authors.

We are pleased to publish the supplement because the literary standard of Lindentwood writers has always been on high. An hour spent reading this section will be profitable as well as enjoyable.

L. C. To Westminster—Come Again

The members of the Lindentwood staff pool with interest, and some amusement, a recent letter from Arnold E. Miller, editor of the Collegian, Westminster College paper.

"We hasten to explain that we do not give up of Westminster the editorial cold shoulder. It so happens that the Bark went to press several days before the first Lindentwood dance. Thus the story had to be written in advance—which, in everyday language, happens frequently on a movie script page—and it was necessary to keep the account of the evening short and sweet.

"We hasten to make clear in precise terms how truly glad we were to have Westminster men as guests of the evening. We were most pleased to see the friendly relations between the two schools and to make the new president, of whom we have already grown so fond, feel at home. None of us can think of any better way to accomplish this real purpose than to have Westminster men visit Lindentwood often. And even if we grant a little now and then over watching your president, remember that we like you and will do our best to make you like us.

Gracie Gremlin

Hi kids! Ya know I just about cried the other day when that speaker had to read aloud the skit made by sooo many grils coming in late. Then one of the girls snored on reading letters, crying, and laughing during the entire twenty minutes. At the risk of being blackout may I suggest that we trash our campus career with just a little more courtesy.

Here's to a quiet chapel.

Bark Barometer Of Campus Opinion

Student Poll Reveals First Raisin Price From Problem On Campus As Well As In Washington—37 Percent Get Increased Allowances From Home

The chief topic of conversation lately seems to be high prices and what is being done to combat them. This problem is not only a nagging one to Lindentwood, but is worldwide in effect.

President Thomas has called a special session of Congress to discuss the control of the higher cost of living. He pointed out that this session would be the first to be held for the purpose of revising necessary legislation, which will be fixed with necessary reformation. It is the desire of Congress to make a survey in order to determine to what extent higher prices have affected the students. The following questions were read several times on campus:

1. Has your allowance been increased to meet high prices?
2. A. Yes 60 per cent. B. No 37 per cent. C. No allowance—16 per cent.
3. How have you revised your budget to meet higher prices?
4. The majority of the girls have cut back in their budget. Several said this was the first time they were actually saving money for clothing, food, movies and concerts, and were watching more carefully. A. Which increase in price has affected you the most? A. Most girls have been affected by the higher costs of clothing and food, with clothing being at the top of the list.
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Definitions
Quarter: A group of four, each of whom thinks the other three can't sing
Swamp Thing: "Love and love"
I was born in a woman of love, and love is born from the most common.
Oh put not your trust in women, I'm a woman and know by birth
That a woman is too soon to sing
A person who is here today and gone tomorrow.

What better place than a girl's school—not a woman's college, very few men actors act like mature women—but women to run well. A million and one have been whispered about recently—many for adult college students to be indulging in...

Another example of the immaturity of many students in the chattering prevalent on campus. It may have been true in high school—but L. C. doesn't regard it as a particularly charming trait. After all, what's the rush? You're not there in four years to supply answers. What's the rush?

Cinnamon is very to palliative.
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